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Abstract
In order to account for potential risks and implement relevant
policies, this paper aims to estimate the directions of migrations
between current and new payment systems under management by
Payments Canada as well as each system’s market share for the
next 5 years. Seasonal Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average
(SARIMAX) modeling is used to predict the total volume of
transactions for each payment stream. The Vector Autoregressive
(VAR) model and the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) models are
selected to find the relationship between the calculated net
migration volume and the total volume for different streams.
With economic and work-life adjustments resulting from the
COVID-19 global pandemic, the analysis aims to account for
potential structural changes to the economy that have resulted
from the pandemic and affected payment ecosystem.
Keywords:
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1. Executive Summary
Economic fluctuations raise a lot of uncertainties when it comes to launching new products. As
part of the ongoing modernization initiative, Payments Canada is looking to implement new ISO
standard-based payments systems: RTR, SOE, and Lynx. To account for potential risks and
implement relevant policies, it is important to estimate the directions of migrations between
current and new systems as well as the payments market share for the next 5 years. An
important factor that needs to be taken into account when predicting migration is the impact of
COVID-19. The pandemic has fundamentally changed consumer behavior which makes
forecasting future volumes challenging. The following research paper aims to improve volume
projections from existing, taking into consideration the impact of COVID-19; project how much
volume will move to the newly created systems and verify the directions for migrations, and detail
the significance of relevant attributes to provide insights on what end-users are incentivized by.
The information that is created from the models presented in this paper will be used to advise
decision-making around strategic and regulatory challenges including but not limited to corporate
funding, value caps, risk and settlement models, etc.
The proposed methodology consists of three steps (1) forecast model that is used to model the
impact of the COVID-19; (2) customer choice model that is used to find relevant attributes; and (3)
migration model that is constructed to predict volume migration. The primary findings of each of
the steps described above are:
1. In terms of forecast model implications, some payments systems tend to be more
resilient to shocks than others (POS Debit vs. Bill payments). Additionally, it is concluded
that payments volume has already returned to pre-COVID levels.
2. The customer choice model concludes that (1) cost-based attributes matter the most
when it comes to migration; (2) increasing weights of speed or cross-border reach may
not be the most relevant assumption; and (3) adoption for new payments rail is
cost-based, not value-driven.
3. Lastly, implications of the migration model can be summarized as (1) payments migration
trends can be reversed if certain attributes are deemed more important to end-users,
however, this requires extreme changes and is unlikely to occur; (2) RTR is shown to be
the preferred payments rail for end-users; (3) modernization seems to have reduced the
utility that LVTS provides compared to RTR; and (4) to induce migration, some payments
channels need to be incentivized more than others.
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2. Introduction and Context
Global digitalization has changed consumer demands, increased international competition, and
accelerated economic growth, which created the need for fast, digital, and secure transactions.
For Canada’s economy to engage in this digital landscape, its payments systems need to be
renovated to adapt to rapidly changing technologies. In partnership with financial institutions and
other stakeholders, Payments Canada is leading Canada’s payments modernization project.
This modernization initiative includes the introduction of new payments systems: Lynx, SOE
(Settlement Optimization Engine), and RTR (Real-Time Rail). Lynx is a new high-value payments
system that is going to replace the current Large Value Transfer System (LVTS). SOE is a new
retail batch system created for lower value and less time-sensitive transactions, which will
outplace the existing Automated Clearing Settlement System (ACSS). The third system is RTR. It
is a brand-new capability for smaller-value payments, which will enable users to make payments
instantly and provide a more open access regime. It is essential to make sure that all newly
created systems follow modern rules and standards. One of the fundamentals of the
modernization project in Canada is the launch of the ISO 20022 global messaging standard,
which will allow data-rich information to flow with electronic payments.
To prepare the financial institutions, policymakers, and stakeholders for the modernization of
payments systems, accurate forecasts of payments volume migration to new systems are
required. However, in the last two years, the implementation process of modernization has been
disrupted by COVID-19. The pandemic has fundamentally changed consumer behavior which
makes forecasting future payments migration volumes difficult. COVID-19 has led to an increased
usage of digital and contactless ways of payment and has led to a significant drop in the usage of
cash. Therefore, the COVID-19 pandemic has become an important factor that needs to be
accounted for when predicting migration.
The research presented in this paper aims to predict the payments volume migration to new
systems, investigate the impact of COVID-19 on payments, and determine policies for the new
payments systems. Data that is being used in this project are INTERAC annual data, monthly
transactions for ACSS and LVTS payment systems, financial institutions data, and
macroeconomic indexes for the period between 2006 and 2020. The analysis implementation
includes four main steps. First, model the impact of COVID-19 on transaction volume and value.
Second, identify factors affecting financial institutions to decide whether to migrate or not,
generate a model to predict migration volume based on the identified factors, and fourth,
determine the impact of potential policies. We review these steps in Sections 3-6. Specifically,
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Section 3 describes the economic underpinnings related to the problem and how Covid-19
impacted the economy. Further on, Sections 4-5 talk about assumptions and attributes used in
the model. Section 6 finalizes the description of our methodology by presenting a 3-step model
implementation approach that is being used. Lastly, Section 7 provides results as well as
sensitivity analysis.

3. Economic Underpinnings
The COVID-19 crisis has caused a devastating impact on all aspects of people’s lives including
physical, mental, and emotional health, social stability, and financial activity. Canadians are
experiencing significant changes in economic behavior and spending habits. People are
uncomfortable handling cash, as well as touching debit/credit payment machines, and using
ATMs (Payments Canada, 2020). According to the latest payment trends, 58 percent of people
spend less overall, and 42 percent report the preference of digital payments for the long term.
Concerning the safety and social distancing, businesses and Canadians are shifting to
e-payments and searching for new ways to exchange money smoothly.
To account for the COVID-19 impact as well as other potential future fluctuations in the economic
behavior, it is important to choose relevant macroeconomic factors while constructing the
time-series forecasting model (see Section 6). However, during economically stressed periods
macroeconomic nowcasting becomes challenging (Bank of Canada, 2021). Mostly because of
two reasons: delay and uncertainty. A significant amount of economic indicators are released with
a substantial time gap. Additionally, these indexes undergo multiple revisions, which sometimes
take years after their first release.
Macroeconomic Index

Published by

Frequency

Last Updated
(as of June 2021)

Consumer Price Index (CPI)

Statistics Canada

Monthly

May 2021

Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

Statistics Canada

Quarterly

June 2021

Volatility Index (VIX)

Chicago Board Options
Exchange (CBOE)

Real-time

June 2021

Unemployment Rate
(UNEMPLOY)

Statistics Canada

Monthly

May 2021
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Canadian Financial Stress
Index (CFSI)

Bank of Canada

Monthly

June 2021

Treasury Bills (TBILL)

Federal and provincial
governments

Twice a week

June 2021

Table 1 – The Overview of Macroeconomic Indexes

Since 2014, the total payments market has increased by an average of one percent per year in
volume and an average of five percent per year in value. In 2019, the total number of consumer
and business transactions reached 22 billion, worth around $9.9 trillion (Payments Canada, 2020).
Figure 1 depicts trends in the macroeconomic indexes of factors presented in Table 1, such as
CPI, GDP, VIX, Unemployment rate, CFSI, and Treasury Bills.
As seen from Figure 1, all macroeconomic indicators reflected the occurrence of COVID-19,
represented in Figure 1. CPI follows very closely to the total volume trend, it fell during the first
two months of the 2020 recession, has since recovered to near its pre-recession level, and is
forecasted to gradually rise. With the start of the COVID-19, there was a massive drop in GDP and
Treasury Bills, whereas unemployment, VIX, and CFSI rapidly increased.
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FIGURE 1 – Trends in Macroeconomic Indexes, 2006-2020

In order to examine whether certain macroeconomic factors explain trends in transaction total
volume, we perform a correlation analysis (see Figure 2) among the total volume of transaction
streams, such as Paper, Bill Pay, AFT Credit and Debit, POS Debit, RTR, and other streams, and
macroeconomic indices presented in Figure 1. Among all the factors that were used, GDP and CPI
have the highest correlation with the total volume of the various payment channels based on the
pre-COVID situation. Other economic indicators seem to demonstrate low correlation. The
remaining problem is that correlation is not guaranteed to be the same since consumers have
changed their spending patterns.

Figure 2 – Correlation Matrix

The consumer price index (CPI) uses a fixed basket of goods and services, based on expenditures
reported by Canadians. Quantifying the cost of a fixed basket over time allows for consistent
measurement of pure price change. The fixed-basket approach has worked relatively well under
normal economic conditions. However, consumers have changed their spending patterns
because of COVID‑19 whereas the CPI basket was last updated in January 2019 using data from
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2017. According to Statistics Canada, the next basket update is expected to be released only in
July 2021.
Since GDP is the most commonly recognized measure of economic activity, a significant
correlation of it to the total volume of transactions could be expected. However, as mentioned
earlier, the problem of nowcasting during a crisis is that indicators have a substantial delay. For
instance, GDP in Canada is released with a delay of eight weeks. Recessions cannot be fully
captured by GDP – it understates costs on health, the environment, society, community, and trust.
As a result, GDP tends to systematically underestimate decreases in wealth.
Although some indicators are insignificant and have their limitations we still can extract valuable
insights on the impact of COVID-19, which are shown in the further analysis in Sections 6-7. For
the unemployment rate, although there was a large increase due to COVID-19 as seen in the
graph, the increase is not representative of consumer spending as CERB payments were provided
for financial support, reducing the decrease in payments volume. The Canadian Financial Stress
Index (CFSI) was developed by the Bank of Canada. It uses data from 1981 onward and considers
financial stress that spans seven market segments, namely the equity market, the Government of
Canada bonds market, the foreign exchange market, the money market, the bank loans market,
the corporate bonds market, and the housing market. CFSI can be useful for at least two
purposes. First, it is a useful metric for benchmarking the intensity of financial stress against
historical episodes. For instance, the stress associated with the COVID-19 pandemic reached
levels comparable only with the 2008 global financial crisis. Second, financial market stress is
often associated with non-linear macro-financial dynamics that can amplify negative shocks.
One of our goals is to create a function that can reflect payments trends in different economic
scenarios. As observed earlier, some of the macroeconomic indicators are not significant in terms
of COVID-19. However, due to their historical performance, we allow for the possibility of indexes
to become significant in other potential types of future economic fluctuations. Therefore, we use
the above-mentioned macroeconomic indicators in the forecasting model to capture the future
impact of COVID-19 and changing spending patterns of consumers at an aggregate level.

4. Assumptions
Several assumptions are required to support the proposed payment migration with two main
areas: End Users and Payments Systems. We first note the modeling approach for predicting total
transaction volume greatly depends on the lag economic factors mentioned in Section 3. We
predict results for 5 years into the future using forecasts of different macroeconomic factors.
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Forecasting these factors is very challenging and outside the scope of our work. Therefore, the
result of the model serves as a directional projection rather than specifying the actual magnitude
of changes (as this can diverge greatly depending on the future economic situation). The main
value from the model is the correlation between these economic factors and the total migration
volume, which can be updated as more data becomes available.

4.1 Assumptions for Users
The first set of assumptions are conceptual in the sense that they relate to judgments on the
behavior and information available to financial institutions. Payments Canada as an institute
maintaining the payments rails has no interactions with the end consumers. Financial Institutions
ultimately decide what products will be introduced to their client (end consumers). Several offer
discounts or preferences for clients to choose one payment rail over the other and Payments
Canada does not have control over this aspect.
The Financial Institutions are rail agnostic and do not have brand loyalty to one stream over
another. Therefore, we assume Financial Institutions would choose the payment stream that
provides the most value for a given transaction. However, some payment rails such as LVTS are
only available to Financial Institutions and are limited to where they can migrate towards. For
example, LVTS tranche 1 payments cannot migrate towards SOE or RTR as they are all wire
payments involving the Bank of Canada.
In terms of the end consumer, we assume they are rail agnostic when making payments. An
average consumer is less likely to understand the structure and function of each rail and develop
any deep preferences beyond cost. Therefore, they are likely to choose the rail that provides the
maximum utility or the most functional benefit rail for their purpose. Once again, end consumers
cannot use the Lynx payment rails outside of consumer/client wires, but their transactions can go
through RTR or SOE.
As an average consumer, the analysis is focused on the total value transferred (value market
share). On the other hand, the financial institutions handle all the transfers from the end-users
that allows them to focus more on the total volume market share.

4.2 Assumptions for Payments Systems
To simplify the migration modeling approach, a few assumptions need to be made to ensure the
forecast is accurate and reflects the insights from the prediction. One major assumption is that all
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new payment systems are implemented at once and no staggering effect is observed. This
assumption is made to simplify the modeling process and is also because of the uncertainty of
when all the new systems are active. Therefore we assume that SOE, Lynx, and RTR, will all be
operational by 2022. Furthermore, payments going through INTERAC, PayPal, or any other
e-transfer service are assumed to automatically go through RTR once implemented.
The attribute difference is what differentiates one payment system from the other. The attributes
that define a payment system are speed, security, and cost as explained in Section 5. The weights
for different attributes are assumed to be equal in the base model for the forecast. The additional
customer choice model will explore the preference for different financial institutions with the
changes in weights. The weight changes will be reflected in the sensitivity analysis in Section 7.
Since the payment systems consist of different payment streams, the streams under the same
payment systems have the same attributes except for AFT under ACSS (or SOE as the new
system).
We remind that RTR transactions are also value capped at $100,000 and the base model has all
the attributes equally weighted. Finally, other payments systems such as cryptocurrencies are
assumed to only migrate towards RTR or themselves. Figure 3 demonstrates the allowable
migrations in our model.

Figure 3 – Possible migration between current and existing systems

5. Attributes
Attributes play an important role for end-users when it comes to the adoption of new systems.
Each payment rail RTR, Lynx, and SOE has a unique set of attributes. Within these payments, rails
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are payment systems that share the same attributes with some exceptions that will be discussed
in later sections.

5.1. The Choice of Attributes
In order to rank and compare the payment instruments that end-users will have available to them,
we use these nine attributes as shown in Table 2: average transaction value, settlement speed,
hours of speed, irrevocability, transaction fees, acceptance level, safety & privacy, cross border
availability, and collateral savings level. Based on the various pillar leads, the core stream
attributes can be described in the following way:
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Average transaction value corresponds to a typical value of a transaction that is
processed under each core stream. It is defined as a numeric variable and calculated by
dividing one stream’s total value by its total volume;
Settlement speed is an expected transmission speed of a transaction under the core
stream. Additionally, the maximum duration between payment transmission time and
when it must be processed reflects fund availability. Settlement speed has a numeric
value in the model;
Hours of operation represent the number of hours during a single day in which payments
transmission occurs through a core stream and is processed by the associated payments
platform. The following variable has a numeric value in the model;
Irrevocability corresponds to the maximum duration defined by the rules of a core stream
for a sender to recall a transaction. In the model it is used as a dummy, where 1 refers to a
transaction being irrevocable and 0 otherwise;
Transaction fees account for expected fees paid by the end-user or charged by the
financial institution for certain payment transmission. Transaction fees variable has a
numeric value in the model;
Acceptance describes what entities are allowed to participate in a payment system,
starting as narrow as banks and ending up with non-financial institutions (Bank of Canada,
2020). The following variable corresponds to a numeric value;
Safety & Privacy represents a technique that is being used in order to perform credit risk
management, usually referring to whether or not collateral is applied to back up a
transaction. The most commonly used techniques are collateral pools and full
collateralization. Safety & Privacy is a dummy variable where 1 corresponds to the
collateral being applied to back up a transaction and 0 otherwise;
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●

●

Cross-border reach represents the ability of a certain core stream to process cross-border
payments. As well as previously, this is a dummy variable where 1 corresponds to the
possibility of a transaction being sent abroad and 0 otherwise;
Collateral savings are the costs associated with the collateral defined by the clearer
participating in the core stream and other operational costs faced by financial institutions
of a certain payment platform handling the core stream transactions. The collateral
savings variable has a numeric value.

Payment Rails

SOE (excl. AFT)

SOE (AFT)

Lynx

RTR

Average
Transaction Value

Derived from the
Data

Derived from the
Data

Derived from the
Data

Derived from the
Data

Settlement Speed

18 h

2h

15-60 min

1 min

Hours of
Operation

23 h

23 h

18 h

24 h

Irrevocability

Cheque and Debit

Cheque and Debit

No

No

Transaction Fees

1% of wire

1.5% of wire

$52 per wire

2% of wire

Acceptance

Less restrictive
compared to
ACSS

Less restrictive
compared to
ACSS

Open access
regime

Open access
regime

Safety & Privacy

Collateral pool

Collateral pool

Fully backed with
liquidity; LSM and
UPM mechanisms

Fully backed with
liquidity

Cross-border

No

No

Yes

No

Collateral Saving

Derived from the
Data

Derived from the
Data

Derived from the
Data

Similar to SOE

Table 2 - Attributes for Payment Rails

5.2. Attribute Comparison - New Vs. Existing Systems
SOE has approximately the same characteristics as the already existing ACSS system. However,
the main difference in attributes is that SOE has a higher settlement speed, which allows for
end-of-day settlement instead of the next day. Additionally, the acceptance level is higher,
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meaning that the access to financial institutions is less restrictive and allows a larger number of
banks to use the system, compared to ACSS.
Lynx aims to settle all payments on an immediate basis, whereas LVTS payments are netted and
settled end-of-day only. Additionally, Lynx has a higher safety level since it is required for
payments to be fully backed with liquidity, compared to LVTS which uses a collateral pool for
Tranche 2 transactions. In that case, any default that might occur in Lynx is fully covered.
Speaking of liquidity, Lynx just like LVTS has two mechanisms, which can be chosen by financial
institutions while submitting a payment: Lynx’s Liquidity Savings Mechanism (LSM) and Lynx’s
Urgent Payment Mechanism (UPM). LSM allows banks to delay payment and also decrease the
level of liquidity required for the settlement of a payment processed. In order to be able to do that,
LSM uses queuing, intraday liquidity recycling, and payment offsetting. If a payment has to be
submitted immediately and settled without any delay, financial institutions can use UPM.
However, in this case, the amount of required liquidity is not allowed to decrease.
Since RTR is a brand-new capability, there is no existing system it can be compared to. However,
funds availability and liquidity requirements for RTR are the same as it is for Lynx UPM since in
both cases payments are settled immediately. Compared to Lynx UPM, RTR has a more open
access regime and does not have an option for payments to be sent cross-border.

5.3. Assumptions in Attributes
We made several assumptions on the attributes of the core streams. The following assumptions
are mainly material in nature and define the realization as well as relative proximity scoring of core
streams.
For example, end-user transaction fees are calculated based on the empirical analysis of the
current pricing of services provided by various financial institutions. Specifically, it is assumed
that the pricing process is done similarly to already existing ACSS and LVTS fees (Bewaji 2018).
Additionally, wire transfer fees are calculated as the sum of fees financial institutions charge their
customers for both receiving and sending a single wire payment (Bewaji 2018). The following
information is taken from the fees and charges data posted on the websites of various Canadian
financial institutions. RTR transactions follow the same logic, where fees are per transaction fees
as published by the institutions.
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In terms of settlement speed, assumptions were made with respect to the constraints placed on
the associated liquidity savings mechanisms (LSMs), as well as the rules and behavior of
participating financial institutions and their liquidity management.
Additionally, average transaction value data is taken directly from ACSS and LVTS dataset, as well
as INTERAC, PayPal, and Canadian Payments Methods and Trends survey that was done by
Payments Canada. Under the current rules for each core stream, only cheques and AFT debit
transactions are revocable (Bewaji 2018). The rest is assumed to be irrevocable (Bewaji 2018).
Operating hours are assumed to be within 18-hour business days for all streams except for AFT
and RTR, which are assumed to be 23-hour and 24-hour business days respectively (Bewaji 2018).
Finally, when it comes to importance in migration we weigh all attributes evenly, with our
customer choice model providing insights on the most relevant attributes.

6. Modeling Approach
Given the aim of the study is to create a forecasting model that captures COVID-19 influence, we
propose a 3-step modeling approach.
We first model the past transaction volume data using a wide range of macroeconomic factors
that are representative of payments activities and then forecast transaction volume for 5 years.
The forecasting step captures the natural trend in payment streams with the COVID-19 impacts.
Second, we generate a customer choice model to find relevant attributes that potentially affect
payment decisions. This step highlights the influence and importance of the supply-side
attributes. Utilized as inputs in the final migration model, the calculated proximity between the
core streams depends on the most important attributes with adjustable weights. This step
develops a better understanding of the end-users incentives.
Third, we utilized the idea from the population migration study to calculate the net migrations
between channels by synthesizing the economically adjusted transaction volume from step 1 and
important attributes. Then, we fit a migration model to find the relationship between the
transaction volume and the net migrations. The migration modeling step projects the total
transaction volume that captures both economic and migration trends.
A major advantage of the multi-step modeling approach is that our predictions are more robust
when the analysis is performed separately on each of the influencing factors of payment
behavior. Moreover, each modeling step is composed of functions, where future information can
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be adopted and the impacts of such changes can be identified directly. For example, sensitivity
analysis is conducted to validate different assumptions on customer preferences with regard to
channel attributes. Policymakers are able to implement consumer bias toward payment and
measure the impacts that are helpful in decision-making processes and resource allocations.

6.1 Forecasting Modeling Approach
Given the modeling approach and the assumption given, the SARIMAX modeling is used to
predict the total volume of transactions for each payment stream. SARIMAX is a short form of
Seasonal Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average with exogenous factors, which is an
extension of the ARIMA model. There are 5 major components of this model including the
Autoregression Model (AR), Moving Average Model (MA), the Integration term (I), the Seasonality
factors (S), and the inclusion of exogenous variables (X) (Chatfield,2014).
The Autoregressive Model (AR) is given by the lag variable 𝑝, which is used to regress on the prior
𝑝

dependent variable values. Taking Θ(𝐿) with the lag operator 𝐿, the AR model is:
𝑝

𝑦𝑡 = Θ(𝐿) 𝑦𝑡 + ϵ𝑡

The Moving Average model (MA) is given by the size of the moving average window 𝑞, which is
used to regress on the prior values of errors. Defining Φ analogously to Θ, the MA model is:
𝑞

𝑦𝑡 = Φ(𝐿) ϵ𝑡 + ϵ𝑡

In order to tackle non-stationary data like the payment transaction volume, the integrated term (I)
𝑑

is used with operator ∆ , where d is the number of times that the raw observation is differenced:
𝑑

𝑑−1

∆ 𝑦𝑡 = 𝑦𝑡

𝑑−1

− 𝑦𝑡−1

Combining three components, the ARIMA (p,d,q) model is summarized as:
𝑑

𝑝

𝑑

𝑞

𝑑

𝑑

∆ 𝑦𝑡 = Θ(𝐿) ∆ 𝑦𝑡 + Φ(𝐿) ∆ ϵ𝑡 + ∆ ϵ𝑡
𝑝

𝑑

𝑞

𝑑

Θ(𝐿) ∆ 𝑦𝑡= Φ(𝐿) ∆ ϵ𝑡
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Considering the strong seasonality effect of the payment volume for each year, the seasonality
decomposition shows a strong seasonality effect on the transaction volume with a period of 12
months. The seasonality factor 𝑠 is introduced to the ARIMA model. By applying the differencing
𝐷

operator ∆𝑠 , the seasonal difference of the time series is eliminated. The variables take on a
similar meaning to 𝑑, 𝑝, 𝑞 in ARIMA but represent the seasonal terms specifically. The SARIMA
term (Q,D,Q,s) is:
𝐷

𝑠 𝑃

∆𝑠 𝑦𝑡 = θ(𝐿 )

𝐷

𝑠 𝑄

𝐷

𝐷

∆𝑠 𝑦𝑡 + ϕ(𝐿 ) ∆𝑠 ϵ𝑡 + ∆𝑠 ϵ𝑡

With multiple with ARIMA(p,d,q), the general form of the SARIMA(p,d,q)(Q,D,Q,s) is:
𝑝

𝑠 𝑃 𝑑

𝐷

𝑞

𝑠 𝑄 𝑑

𝐷

Θ(𝐿) θ(𝐿 ) ∆ ∆𝑠 𝑦𝑡 = Φ(𝐿) ϕ(𝐿 ) ∆ ∆𝑠 ϵ𝑡

From Section 3, the correlations have indicated the strong relationship of the macroeconomics
𝑖

indexes with transaction volume. With consideration of the exogenous variables 𝑥𝑡 and the
coefficients β𝑖 is included for the SARIMAX model.
𝑝

𝑠 𝑃 𝑑

𝐷

𝑞

𝑠 𝑄 𝑑

𝐷

𝑛

𝑖

Θ(𝐿) θ(𝐿 ) ∆ ∆𝑠 𝑦𝑡 = Φ(𝐿) ϕ(𝐿 ) ∆ ∆𝑠 ϵ𝑡 + ∑ β𝑖 𝑥𝑡
𝑖=1

6.2 Customer Choice Modeling Approach
Beyond forecasting, the customer choice modeling approach was utilized to help us determine
what attributes are most influential for end-users to adopt new payment systems. A customer
choice model can help researchers understand the choices consumers make in the market or
why they choose one system over the other. This approach is similar to the one applied in the An
Economic Perspective of Payments Migration and Predicting Payment Migration in Canada by
Anneke Kosse, Zhentong Lu, & Gabriel Xerri paper where the utility for a given payment system
was calculated to be the log distance of the market shares of two payment systems. By utilizing
the attributes selected as a vector of predictors for each payment system j at time t to predict
mean payoff, we can gain insights on what attributes influence end-user decisions the most. A
formula and step-by-step description of the process are shown below (Kosse 2021).
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𝑠

𝑙𝑜𝑔( 𝑠 𝑗,𝑡 ) = δ𝑗,𝑡 = 𝑋𝑗,𝑡β + ξ𝑗,𝑡
0,𝑡

π𝑖,𝑗,𝑡 = δ𝑗,𝑡 + ϵ𝑗,𝑡

= 𝑋𝑗,𝑡β + ξ𝑗,𝑡 + ϵ𝑗,𝑡

δ𝑗,𝑡 is the mean payoff for system j at time t that is common across all decision-makers.
ε𝑗,𝑡is the preference shock or logit error for system j at time t
𝑠𝑗 is the observed market share for system j at time t
𝑥𝑗 is the vector of attributes of system j

Determine market share for each payment system at time t.
1. Find the net distance between the market share of two payment channels at time t by
taking the logarithm.
2. Use net distance as a target variable to find the beta coefficients for 𝑥𝑗,𝑡=vector of
attributes.
3. Determine the statistical significance and magnitude of influence of an attribute on the
payoff of one payment channel to another.
The mean payoff is calculated by taking the fraction of the market share of a payment system i to
a base payment system j and log transforming it (Kosse 2021). When measuring the log distance
of market shares, one system’s mean payoff needs to be normalized to zero. Since the paper
volume forecast is zero after 2025, it was assumed that paper volume and value are both
normalized to zero. Afterward, we use a Random Forest algorithm to extract the feature
importance of all attributes. Random Forest algorithm took default specifications of 100 trees
and it was chosen because of the lowest RMSE score after using a 70/30 training/test split with a
pipeline of Gradient Boosting, Decision Tree, and SVM. Feature importance is the relative
importance of each predictor in predicting the target variable. Figure 4 is an example output of our
customer choice modeling approach.
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Figure 4 - Customer Choice Modeling Approach Output, Paper to RTR Migration

Based on the results, we notice that the attributes that influence migration the most are
cost-based such as transaction fees, average transaction value, and collateral, with hours of
operations having a small influence. Attributes such as acceptance, safety, and irrevocability were
not shown to be influential in any migration pair. This pattern can be seen in every migration
combination, indicating that cost is the most influential factor when deciding on a payment
channel. In times of distress like COVID-19, this pattern is assumed to be even stronger today
than ever before. Therefore, when policymakers are deciding on the attributes that make up RTR,
Lynx, and SOE, cost needs to always be considered. Speed or ease of use does not matter if the
utility lost by higher cost overruns the utility gained from those features.

6.3 Migration Modeling Approach
After forecasting the economic impacts and finding the influencing attributes, a migration model
is created that examines the impacts of migration on transaction volume. We first calculate the
net migration flows between channels by utilizing the idea from population migration in
demographic studies. As shown in Figure 5 (Bewaji 5), core streams reside within their payment
rails. Two core streams are connected to represent the payment migration flows between them.
The magnitude and direction of migration are determined by the proximity that is evaluated in
attribute similarities and efficiency gains as a result of that migration. Table 3 also demonstrates
possible migrations of interests in detail between the core streams.
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Figure 5 - Geo-Spatial Representation of Core Streams

Table 3 - Possible Migration between Core Streams

Assuming 2021 as the cut-off date to go live, the impacts of Modernization are delivered with
5-year volume forecasts for each core stream at Target State. The Vector Autoregressive (VAR)
model and the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) models are selected to find the relationship between
the calculated net migration volume and the total volume for different streams. The migration
models predict the transaction volume for each of the core stream with a system of equations as
the following:
𝑗

𝑌𝑡

𝑗

= 𝛂 + 𝜷0𝑌

𝑡−1

+ 𝜷 {𝑌
1

𝑖

𝑡−1

𝑘

𝑖,𝑗

𝑘,𝑗

, ... , 𝑌𝑡−1 } + 𝜷2{𝑁 , ... , 𝑁𝑡 } + ɛ𝑡
𝑡

Target variables:
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●

𝑗

𝑌𝑡 : the transaction volume for jth core stream at time t

Explanatory variables:
𝑗

●

𝑌𝑡−1 : the lagged transaction volume for jth core stream at time t-1

●

𝑌𝑡−1 : the lagged transaction volume for all core streams (i to k) at time t-1

●

𝑁𝑡

𝑖

𝑖,𝑗

: the calculated pairwise proximity for all possible migrations from target stream j to

other core streams
Parameters for the model:
●
●

𝛂, 𝜷0, 𝜷1: intercept and coefficients

ɛ𝑡: error term

The proximity calculations are useful for describing payment migration flows. One of the
advantages of the VAR model is its ability to incorporate multivariate time series data. When
payment systems get implemented there will be an increase in transaction volume. The VAR
model satisfies the uplift of the initial implementation and is consistent with industry
expectations. Additionally, the VAR model is more flexible because we can tune the model and
decide how much past information is taken into account when predicting the future. However,
there are some disadvantages to the VAR model. Although some initial studies evaluate whether
the data support the stationarity assumption of VAR, the stability of the estimated model is rarely
verified. Moreover, since RTR is a new rail to be launched in the future, its stationarity can hardly
be tested. On the other hand, the linear regression model is more stable compared to the VAR
model and can be easily interpreted and implemented. There is a trade-off in choosing between
the 2 models and the results are computed with a 50-50 weighted average. The weighting is open
for interpretation for Payments Canada in balancing the trade-offs.

7. Results and Validation
7.1 Forecast Analysis
As part of the first step of the modeling process, the volume forecast is computed with the
implementation of the SARIMAX model as discussed in Section 6.1. The validation for the total
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transaction volume is shown from 2017 to 2020 in figure 6. The result indicates that the model
can capture major fluctuations from economic activities. The validation test shows a very good fit
of the model to reflect the general trend and the covid impact. The drop for 2020 can be expected
given from the economic indexes. Having used the same tuning parameters from the validation,
the five-year volume forecast is computed with a 95% confidence interval. The overall trend
shows that covid is likely to be a shock to the system as the economy and payments are going
back to normal levels. The other payment streams are computed as well shown in Appendix 1.

Figure 6 - The validation for the total transaction volume, 2017-2020

From comparing other forecast streams, the confidence interval varies dramatically as well
illustrated in Figure 7. In terms of the Bill Payments, the confidence interval is narrow with a
relatively consistent prediction. On the other hand, the POS Debit confidence interval is very wide.
This indicates that different payments have different resilience towards external factors, i.e.
economic factors. Bill Payments is more persistent with the payment volume forecast with more
accurate predictions. For instance, in the current pandemic situation, end users are still required
to make their electricity bill payments or internet bills. Regardless of the market fluctuation or
economic situation, bill payments are persistent. On the other hand, POS Debit is more correlated
to external factors as it is heavily impacted by the COVID situation. With the uncertainty for future
economic trends, the confidence increased dramatically. This insight is also applicable to the
payments migration. Since bill payments are more persistent than other streams, it would require
more incentives or attribute the difference to induce a more significant migration.
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Figure 7 - The future forecast for Bill Pay and POS Debit

Once 2021 volume and value transaction data for ACSS and LVTS became available, we
performed the validation of the forecast for each payment stream. The average accuracy of the
forecasted volume for ACSS is 81.7%, which is a relatively high number. However, when the
accuracy is analyzed stream by stream, it can be noticed that some of the streams perform
significantly better than others. For example, Bill Payments and AFT Credit streams both reach an
accuracy of 92% on average, whereas Paper and POS Debit payment streams only have the
accuracy of 50% and 75% respectively (Appendix 1.1.2). The following outcome is in line with the
insights obtained from the prior validation based on the train and test 2020 data. Figure 7
represents how the forecast confidence intervals differ for bill and POS Debit payments. Bill
payments are indeed more persistent than other streams, such as Paper or POS Debit which can
be easily affected by the external factors. Main example of an external factor that massively
influences the ACSS payment trends is consumer behavior. For instance, in March and April 2021
there were record-breaking movements in spending patterns. Since the majority of restrictions
were lifted, households did not just return to their normal spending patterns, but went above
pre-pandemic levels, resulting in a so-called pent-up demand. The following trend caused a lot of
volatility in POS Debit and its abnormal volumes that were impossible to predict back in 2020.
Since the model assumes that consumer behavior is rational, any irrationality in spending
patterns results in deviations from the forecasted values.
The average accuracy of LVTS forecasts is 78.8% which is slightly lower than ACSS but still above
the 75% benchmark (Appendix 1.2.2). One of the insights obtained during the LVTS validation
process is that lower value forecasts, specifically batches of below 10k, 10k to 25k, 25k to 50k,
and 50k to 250k have a high accuracy of 85-95%. Whereas higher value forecast batches, such as
250k to 750k, 750k to 1M, and above 1M have an average accuracy of 68% which is significantly
lower than the lower value batch accuracy. The following trend signals that lower value LVTS
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transactions are more persistent and easier to forecast compared to the high value LVTS
transactions that occur less frequently and have a wide confidence interval of its forecast.

7.1.2 Customer Choice Model Analysis
The most prevalent attributes of importance are shown to be the average transaction value,
transaction fee, and collateral saving. In addition to that, in some cases such as paper to RTR
migration, hours of operation are shown to be influential. However, from our analysis, the cost is
the primary reason why one payment channel is chosen over another. It is important to notice that
collateral savings are not the most important attributes when it comes to migration between SOE
or ACSS payments systems. Collateral only matters when migration involves LVTS transactions,
which is due to the higher collateral requirements needed for LVTS transactions. This can be
demonstrated in the graphs below.

Figure 8 - Feature Importance for POS Debit to Bill Payments Migration
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Figure 9 - Feature Importance for 250-750K LVTS to Bill Payments Migration

As you can see from the figures above, the importance of collateral becomes emphasized at
higher value payments. The average transaction value for POS Debit is not as high as the 250K
to750K LVTS bin, therefore the collateral requirement is not relevant either.
Our results show, at the end of the day, regardless of attributes such as speed or availability, the
cost is the ultimate deciding factor for end-users. Therefore, when forecasting migration,
emphasizing speed or availability may not be the most realistic of assumptions. Historically, this
has also been seen to be what has allowed for the successful implementation of RTR in other
countries. For example, in Singapore, because the pricing differential for cheques and real-time
transactions was too large, the adoption by businesses was slow. The new features the new
payment system brought were not enough for business owners in Singapore to offset the higher
price.

7.1.3 Migration Model Analysis
The market share forecasts are based on core streams of interest. In other words, MT205 and
Bank of Canada payment (BoC), and other streams are excluded. Moreover, LVTS (Lynx) refers to
LYNX LSM for which only payments less than 50k are included in our forecasts. As shown in
Figure 10, the volume market share is forecasted with only the natural growth of the streams and
the COVID impacts. In the next 5 years, the volume market share of RTR accounts for 5 to 7%,
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which is relatively small. The volume share of RTR starts with 4.7% in 2021 because INTERAC and
Paypal payments are assumed to fall directly under RTR when it is launched. Furthermore, the
RTR volume share is expected to increase slowly to around 6.9% at the end of 2025. This implies
that real-time payments slowly gain its popularity.

Figure 10 - Volume Market Share with only COVID impacts in Next 5 Years

Based on the volume forecasts of the core streams, the migration flows to RTR and the migration
flows between ACSS and LVTS payments are then analyzed with a focus on directionality. Under
the base case where it is assumed that stream attributes are equally weighted, the net migration
plots are shown in Appendix 4.
First of all, paper payments continue migrating to RTR in the future. However, the amount of
migration decreases because of the shock on paper payments due to COVID-19 in 2020 as well
as the diminishing trend in cheque usage over time. At the same time, paper payments also
migrate to other ACSS payments such as bill, AFT, and POS payments with decreasing trends.
The total paper volume declines and reaches zero at the end of 2025. The migration flow out of
paper payments is observed as fewer people use cheques and it can be completely replaced by
other types of payments.
Following the historical trend, bill payments become more frequent in the future. They are not
affected much by COVID-19 because bill payments consist of essential payments that are more
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stable. They are expected to migrate to RTR where the amount of migration also slowly increases.
Bill payments and RTR are similar with regard to their attributes. However, they are used for
different purposes. Moreover, fewer bill payments flow to paper and more flow to POS over time.
Overall, there has been an increasing trend in AFT payments activities in the past. However, we
observe a drop in AFT Credit payments in 2020 and a plateau in the next 5 years. The AFT Credit
payments are significantly impacted by the pandemic because they are commonly used for
payrolls and their recovery depends on the length of the pandemic. On the other hand, there is a
jump in AFT Debit payments under COVID-19 because benefits are paid quickly with direct
deposits. Both AFT Credit and Debit migrate to RTR almost exponentially and they are the key
contributors of RTR growth.
The point-of-sale debit card has been gradually increasing in the past. However, we observed a
drop in early 2020, followed by an upsurge of POS usage in late 2020 and it will fall back to normal
in the next 5 years. The migration from POS to RTR also experiences a drop and grows afterward.
This is due to the fact that major users of POS terminals are retailers that are significantly
affected by lockdowns and reopenings.
Lastly, LVTS payments of less than 50k have been increasing slowly in the past. However, we
observe a small decline in the 10k to 25k payment group in 2020 due to the pandemic. Lower
value LVTS payments migrate to RTR exponentially in the next 5 years, which are crucial in value
market share.
Since lower value LVTS are only the client wire transfers that are not so urgent, more efficient
transfers are inclined because of the benefits RTR brings. There is also a tendency for lower value
LVTS to migrate to ACSS payments, for example, bill payments.
Shown in Figure 11, the volume market share forecasts incorporate the COVID and migration
impacts. SOE takes up the majority of the volume and its market share decreases from 94% to
90%. The total volume of low-value LYNX is relatively small at around 0.7%. RTR starts with
around 6% and increases to around 10% in the next 5 years. The results are consistent with our
migration analysis that core streams under SOE and LVTS indeed migrate to RTR. Moreover, the
detailed market share predictions from the VAR and OLS models are shown in Appendix 2 and
Appendix 3.
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Figure 11 - Volume Market Share with COVID and Migration impacts in Next 5 Years

7.2 Sensitivity Analysis
The migration analysis under the base case discussed in Section 7.1 is based on equally weighted
attributes. Specifically, consumers and financial institutions are homogenous on the attributes of
the core streams. In addition, sensitivity analysis is conducted with different weighting on the
attributes with the interest of revealing the impacts of various end-users perceptions. 2 scenarios
are presented in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 below.

7.2.1 Scenario 1: Consumer Bias on End-UserTransaction Fee
The first scenario is when consumers value the end-user transaction fee more than the other
attributes. Primary weighting is given to end-user transaction fees and the other attributes are
equally weighted. As shown in Appendix 7, the volume migration from ACSS payments toward
RTR grows with the exception of paper payments. Although consumers are biased on end-user
fees, the benefits RTR brings with regard to the rest of the attributes are not negligible. The results
show that the benefits of RTR increase the migration flows overall. Consumers potentially believe
that a slightly higher transaction fee in RTR payments brings more benefits and they are willing to
sacrifice fees for more efficient transactions such as longer availability time and quicker speed. In
addition, the volume migration of paper and lower value LVTS payments to RTR decrease. The
seasonal effects of the net migration from LVTS to RTR are amplified. Specifically, the differences
are larger between the high and low levels of net migrations. As a result, Appendix 5 and Appendix
6 show that the volume market share of SOE is lower while Lynx and RTR are higher than the base
case under both the VAR and OLS models.

7.2.2 Scenario 2: Bias on Average Transaction Value
The average transaction value is now assumed to be the only driver for end-user choice of core
stream. Payment streams that are close in average values being processed are more likely to
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migrate. Shown in Appendix 10, the net volume migration from ACSS and LVTS of less than 10k
payments to RTR declines. Additionally, the net volume migration of LVTS of 10k to 25k and 25k
to 50k payments to RTR grows. This indicates that when the average transaction value is the only
attribute considered, larger values of LVTS payments between 10k to 50k are more likely to
migrate to RTR. Therefore, one should be mindful of payment system risks such as fraud risks
when more LVTS transactions are flowing into RTR. As a result, Appendix 8 and Appendix 9 show
that the volume market share of SOE is lower and RTR is higher than the base case under both
the VAR and OLS model. Lynx is slightly higher compared to the base case from the VAR model
and slightly lower from the OLS model. Therefore, a weighted average of the 2 models can be
implemented where the weighting is flexible for interpretation with future growth in Lynx.

7.3 Industry Expectations
To validate the migration projections we look towards the experts to determine if similar insights
are being concluded. Multiple case studies published by Payments Canada, Bank of Canada, and
others can be utilized as expert opinions on payments migration. Our research, An Economic
Perspective of Payments Migration and Predicting Payment Migration in Canada by Anneke
Kosse, Zhentong Lu, & Gabriel Xerri are direct comparisons we can utilize to validate our results.
Comparing the results we achieved from the other case studies demonstrates a significant
difference in payments volume, but not direction. At the time of these case studies, COVID-19 was
not prevalent, so dips in payments volume and fundamental changes to the economy were not
taken into consideration (Bewaji 2018). Understanding this, what can be gained from these
studies are to make sure the directionality aligns, and that insights gained are consistent with our
findings.
Target state volume projections differ from projections made by the Bank of Canada, however, the
directionality for the streams is consistent (Kosse 2021). Transactions are observed to
consistently be moving towards RTR, especially for those that involve a physical component such
as paper or POS debit. Electronic payments have been shown to capture more market share over
the years and this trend is likely to continue as evidenced by the graph below.
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Figure 12 - Trend Towards Digital Payments

The difference in target state volume projections can be explained by a difference in assumptions
and attributes utilized to determine migration. Our model assumes end-users are rail agnostic,
however, this is not true by the papers published by the Bank of Canada. Our model is also
consistent to an extent with the Canadian Bankers Association target projections as well (Bewaji
2018).

Figure 13 - Canadian Bankers Association Target State Projections

According to the graph, RTR is assumed to increase significantly with other payment systems like
AFT and cheques decreasing. This is consistent with the projections from our final model.
However, the Canadian Bankers Association assumes that LVTS will grow organically, which
according to our model is only true for LVTS transactions valued at over $5000 (Bewaji 2018). Any
payment less than that will migrate towards RTR. The modernization and introduction of RTR
offer a faster and cheaper alternative to end-users for lower value LVTS payments making it so we
do not align with the expectations made by the Canadian Bankers Association (Bewaji 2018).
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7.4 Model Validation
Beyond testing the accuracy of the SARIMAX approach, a neural network model and exponential
smoothing model were also created and tested to test which algorithm was the most accurate.
From our findings, the neural network model was better at catching the sudden shock COVID-19
had caused to transaction volume amount, however, it did not capture the recovery process as
well as exponential smoothing and SARIMAX. Overall, SARIMAX led to a lower RMSE value
compared to exponential smoothing and neural net approach, and was able to both capture the
sudden shock to an extent, but also completely capture the recovery period after shutdowns with
a 95% confidence interval.
In terms of the customer choice model, to make sure the insights gained on the relative
importance of attributes is accurate, we can experiment with multiple different regressors such
as Decision Trees and Gradient Boosting to determine if feature importance scores are
consistent. Based on the results of these models, feature importance is shown to be consistent
across methodologies. The results of the validation are shown in the appendix below.
Finally, to validate our results for the migration model, sensitivity analysis was utilized to measure
the robustness of our predicted directionality. By changing the different preferences for end-users
when selecting one payment system over the other, we can demonstrate how robust our model’s
predictions are to the general direction of a migration pair. The two figures below demonstrate
this.

Figure 14 - Equal Preferences
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Figure 15 - Doubled Preference for End User Fees

From the two figures above, we notice that when end-user fee preference is doubled, then the Bill
Pay to RTR net migration direction reverses. If end-user fees are twice as important to end-users
than other attributes then the migration will occur from RTR and not Bill Pay. However, this is an
extreme case of increasing preferences by 100%. After analyzing the migration direction when
increasing preference by 20%, 30%, and even 40%, we observe the same directionality. This allows
us to conclude that our model, in terms of directionality, is robust. Misestimating preference by
over 40% would be due to a structural change in end-user preference rather than our model.

8. Conclusion
Through our model, we can determine the direction and final market share of the new payment
systems that will be implemented. We have also, additionally, determined key insights for
policymakers when creating incentives for payment system adoption. From our findings, in terms
of COVID-19, we have found that some payment systems such as POS Debit have persisted even
with the pandemic, while others, unfortunately, were severely hindered by the lockdowns limiting
transaction volume. These “persistent” payment systems are important to understand as they
imply a need for stronger incentives by policymakers to induce migration or adoption.
In terms of attributes, the most relevant attributes that influence an end-users decision to use one
channel over another are ultimately cost-based. Unsurprisingly, end-users care more about saving
money rather than speed or availability. However, in some cases, we have found that attributes
such as hours of operation do influence an end user's decision. This knowledge can be helpful for
policymakers that want RTR to be widely adopted, as the utility gained from the availability in RTR
can be offset if it is too expensive for users compared to other payment rails.
Finally, in terms of migration, we have generated graphs demonstrating the direction of migration
for all migration pairs available. We have discovered that there is a decreasing trend for SOE and a
rising trend for RTR. Interestingly, for Lynx, smaller value payments seemingly will migrate
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towards RTR, which can be consequential in terms of risk exposure and collateral requirements
for Lynx. Our model is robust to changes in user preference in terms of directionality and is easily
adjustable to new data and additional attributes.
Modernization has an undeniable impact on the payments landscape in Canada and through our
models, we have provided insights on what that landscape may look like in 2-5 years. We
recognize that these systems are still in development, but hope that our model may be a starting
off point for further research once these new systems are better characterized.
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10. Appendix
Appendix 1. General Trends in Volume

EDA - A decreasing trend
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EDA - An increasing trend
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Calculated Net Migration Force - Current Model

Appendix 1.1.1. ACSS Volume Forecast
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Appendix 1.1.2. ACSS Volume Forecast Validation
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Appendix 1.2.1. LVTS Volume Forecast
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Appendix 1.2.2. LVTS Volume Forecast Validation
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Appendix 2. Forecasts with COVID and Migration Impacts under VAR model
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Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years

Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years ( Lower Bound for RTR)

Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years ( Upper Bound for RTR)
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Appendix 3. Forecasts with COVID and Migration Impacts under OLS model

Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years
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Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years (Lower Bound for RTR)

Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years (Lower Bound for RTR)
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Appendix 4. Migration Model Baseline
Appendix 4.1. Migration Model Baseline - ACSS Net Migration
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Appendix 4.2. Migration Model Baseline - LVTS Net Migration
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Appendix 5. Sensitivity Analysis Scenario 1: Heavier Weight on End-User’s Fee
Appendix 5.1. Forecasts with COVID and Migration Impacts under VAR model

Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years
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Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years (Lower Bound for RTR)

Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years (Upper Bound for RTR)
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Appendix 6. Sensitivity Analysis Scenario 1: Heavier Weight on End-User’s Fee
Appendix 6.1. Forecasts with COVID and Migration Impacts under OLS model

Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years
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Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years (Lower Bound for RTR)

Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years (Upper Bound for RTR)
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Appendix 7. Sensitivity Analysis Scenario 1: Heavier Weight on End-User’s Fee
Appendix 7.1. ACSS Net Migration
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Appendix 7.2. LVTS Net Migration
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Appendix 8. Sensitivity Analysis Scenario 2: Bias on Average Transaction Value
Appendix 8.1. Forecasts with COVID and Migration Impacts under VAR model

Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years
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Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years (Lower Bound for RTR)

Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years (Upper Bound for RTR)
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Appendix 9. Sensitivity Analysis Scenario 2: Bias on Average Transaction Value
Appendix 9.1. Forecasts with COVID and Migration Impacts under OLS model

Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years
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Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years (Lower Bound for RTR)

Volume Market Share with COVID impacts and Migrations in Next 5 Years (Upper Bound for RTR)
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Appendix 10. Sensitivity Analysis Scenario 2: Bias on Average Transaction Value
Appendix 10.1. ACSS Net Migration
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Appendix 10.2. LVTS Net Migration
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